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Abstract 
Slot-coupled 5-cell rf cavities are adopted 

for Spring-8 ( Super Photon Ring 8GeV ) booster 
synchrotron. They are operated at 508.58 MHz with 
250 kW CW and designed to have 1.7% of coupling 
coefficient and more than 21 M R /m of shunt 
impedance. A mock-up cavity, made of class-l oxygen 
free Cu. has been fabricated for high power tests 
with a 1 MW klystron. This paper represents the 
structural features, the thermal analysis, the rf 
characteristics including higher order modes and 
the beam instability. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The rf system in the synchrotron must provide 
adequate voltage and power to accelerate electron or 
positron beam, to compensate for synchrotron 
radiation losses and also to give overvoltage for a 
proper beam lifetime. The rf power is mainly 
dissipated at cavity wall, since the maximum beam 
current is only about 10 mA. The design requirement 
for the cavity is to realize a high shunt impedance 
to reduce the wall losses. So that a multi-cell type 
cavity that consists of 5 cells was chosen. The 
synchrotron uses 508.58 MHz rf system, the same 
frequency that will be used for the storage ring. 
Two l-MW KEK-type klystrons will be used in the 
synchrotron. The rf parameters are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 The rf parameters of the synchrotron 

Beam energy (Injection) 
!Extraction) 

Magnetic bending radius 
rf frequency 
Harmonic number 
Repetition rate 
Beam current 
Radiation loss at 8CeV 
Overvoltage factor 
Maximum required voltage 
rf voltage at injection 
Number of cavities 
Synchrotron frequency at 8CeV 
Klystron power 
Number of klystrons 

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 @IEEE 

1.0 GeV 
8.0 GeV 
29.539 m 
508.58 MHz 
672 
1 Hz 
10 mA 
12.27 MY/turn 
1.48 
18.2 MV 
6 MV 
a 
32. 7 kllz 
1 Mw 
2 

Il. STRUCTURE OF THE CAVITY 

A.Ceneral Description 
The prototype $-cell slot coupled cavity is 

shown in Fig.l. The cavity is designed to operate in 
the nrmode thus a cell length of 294.74 mm is equal 
to a half wavelength of the rf frequency. The 
adjacent cells are inductively coupled each other 
with four azimuthal slots in a common disk. Nose 
cones are shaped on disks to make a shunt impedance 
higher. Diameter of both end cells are slightly 
larger than that of inner three cells to realize a 
flat accelerating field distribution called as 
‘flat-n mode . 

The material of the cavity is class-l oxygen 
free Cu because of high electrical and thermal 
conductivity and low outgassing rate. The computer 
code ‘SUPERFISH’ was used for designing the cavity. 
Detailed dimensions were determined experimentally 
using an aluminum model cavity Cl1 . The cavity is 
1700 mm long. The inner diameter of the cavity is 
about 430 mm. The bore radius is 40 mm. 

Figure 1. Cross sectional view of,the prototype cavity 

B. Water cooling channel 
Water cooling channels run azimuthally inside 

the disks and the cylindrical wall. The heat load of 
250 kW on the inner surface of the cavity is 
effectively removed through direct cooling channels. 
A water flow rate for a whole cavity is 200 l/min. 

Each disk consists of two half disks. After 
machining the cooling channels onto the one side of 
each half disk as shown in Fig.l, both of them were 
bonded by diffusion under high temperature and high 
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mechanical pressure. Cylindrical wall and ports of 
the cavity were at first sliced into short pieces, 
in which water cooling channels were made with the 
above technique. After precise shaping of all disks 
and the cylindrical walls, they were integrated by 
means of the diffusion-bonding with thin silver 
inserts. The use of silver insert can reduce the 
bonding pressure which does not cause a serious 
deformation on the cavity. 

Figure 2 shows the results of an axisymmetric 
thermal analysis carried out by using the computer 
code ‘NASTRAN’. A heat load distribution on the 
inner surface of the cavity was computed by 
’ SUPERF I SH’ . Non-axisymmetric structures such as 
the slots are neglected in these calculations, The 
power dissipation and water flow rate per cell are 
50 kW and 34 l/min, respectively. An inlet 
temperature of the cooling water was assumed to be 
30 ‘C and temperature rise of the water in the 
cavity was taken into account. 

The maximum temperature of the cavity is 73” C 
and the maximum frequency shift due to thermal 
deformation in the diameter of the cavity was 
estimated to be about -330 kHz at maximum. This is 
much smaller than tuning range of movable tuners. 

..,a, 44pz 

.rb -WC 
t 

70' a 

Figure 2. Temperature distribution 
in a quarter cell of the cavity 

C. Tuner 
Each cell is equipped with two tuning plungers 

with diameter of 70 mm. One of them is the fixed 
tuner which corrects fabrication errors. The other 
is the movable tuner by which the thermal detuning 
and the beam loading effect are dynamically 
compensated during operation. All of the five 
movable tuners are driven together with an over all 
stroke of 70 mm. 

D. Input Coupler 
The waveguide mode of rf power (25OkW) is 

transformed into a coaxial mode through a 
cylindrical window of 95% alumina ceramic which 

seals the vacuum of rf cavity. Inner wall of the 
ceramic window is coated with TiN 6 nm thick to 
reduce the secondary electron emission. This type of 
input coupler has been used in TRISTAN of KEK for 
the APS cavity with the maximum input power of 300 
kW [Z] . 

Four spare ports at the top of the cavity are 
prepared to allow adding higher order mode (HOM) 
dampers. 

ill. RF CHARACTERISTICS 

A. Accelerating mode 
The measured values for accelerating mode are 

listed in Table 2. Figure 3 shows an electric field 
distribution of the accelerating flat-n mode along 
the cavity axis, which was measured by perturbation 
method. The coupling coefficient K is defined as K 
q 2( fO-fn ) / ( fO+f n > where f0 and f?r are rf 
frequency of 0 and z mode. The coupling coefficient 
of 1.68% seems to be considerably large compared 
with other slot coupled type cavities [ 3 1 . The 
shunt impedance per unit length is about 23 MSZ/m 
which satisfies the requirement of the booster 
synchrotron. 

Table 2. rf characteristics of the accelerating mode 

rf frequency 508.580 MHZ 
Unloaded Q ( QO ) 29000 
Effective shunt impedance 23 MQ/m 
Coupling coefficient 1. 68 
Tuning range of tuners 1.7 MHz 

MSITIOI4 Ku1 

Figure 3. Field distribution of the accelerating mode 

B. Higher Order Mode 
Four groups of mode ThiOiO, TMOll, TM110 and 

TM111 are important as for beam instability. 
Therefore these mode in the cavity were identified 
by perturbation method and their characteristics are 
shown in Table 3. 

As for TM010 mode, R/Q0 values except that of 
Ic mode are negligibly small because their transit 
time factors become nealy zero. TM010 and TM011 
modes have longitudinal coupling impedance. TM110 
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and TM111 modes have transverse one,and each of 
these modes are split into horizontal and vertical 
modes because the symmetry of each cell is broken by 
some ports. The vertical modes of TM110 have smaller 
QO compared with the horizontal mode because their 
magnetic fields are high and disturbed at the vacuum 
ports. TM111 modes have no field at the center 
mirror plane, and the effect of unsymmetry is not 
strong. Thus their mode separation between 
horizontal and vertical is not clear. 

Table 3 rf characteristics of the HOM 

MODE PO(YllIl 

I r/s III.614 
Is/S 614.114 

TMOIE lr/6 111.01 
4*/I IOl.J47 
SK/S IOI.4IO 

RtMP) 

6. I 
6.l 
I. 0 
0.: 

Il. 1 

TM:,, ;j;! $iji! fi; 1 liji! $, 

Ii/l 
Ix/S 

(71 la/S 
Is/6 
la/I 

TMI10 
1*/l 
1*/I 

(II Is/4 
(r/6 
I=/1 

ll4.641 
14l.411 
144.100 
l41.6ll 
141.161 

14l.111 
ISI. 001 
141.111 
I4l.IIl 
144.111 

111‘ 
1611 
611: 
SOIl 
SIII 

III31 
1910 
66116 
31161 
11411 

117.3 
----_ 

(Il.6 
I.0 

Il.1 

n1.2 
640. I 
364. I 

Il.1 

O.OS 
----_ 

1.44 
0.806 
0.511 

Il.1 

II.1 
Il. 1 
Il. I 
l.LI¶ 
1.91 

II.1 
@.111 

1116 W.461 I1611 6416 I.14 
6l6.110 11311 6661 

l-/l 1001.111 0111 64.1 

15711 
TMIlI lrll 

I 1lo7.II; 
IOIO.6Il 
1010.116 I 1:::: I ::I? I I:::’ 

iIt, 

6.16 

N. BEAM INSTABILITY DUE TO THE CAY TY 

The beam spends a relatively short time, less 
than 1 second, in the synchrotron and the maximum 
current required for the synchrotron is at most 10 
mA and 1 mA for multi-bunch and single bunch 
opera t ion, respectively. However, the beam is 
injected into the synchrotron at relatively low 
energy, 1 GeV. and this might enhance beam 
instability, while the radiation damping time is 
about 1 sec. As for the higher order modes given in 
Table 3, numerical estimation of the beam 
instability at the injection energy was carried out 
using the computer code ZAP. 

At 1 GeV the injected beam has a momentum 
spread about 1.5% so that the threshold current of 
the longitudinal microwave instability is quite 
high. In Fig4,the rf voltage dependence of the 
single bunch threshold ig shown. The threshold 
current per bunch is 10.9 mA at an rf voltage of 6 
MV. This instability at injection is not expected. 
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Figure 4. rf voltage dependence of the threshold 
current of microwave instability at 1 CeV 

The growt 
is as short 
operation. I t 
chromaticity 
magnets. 

The growt 

h time of the head tail instability 
as 10 msec for the single bunch 

is necessary to correct the 
in the synchrotron with sextupole 

h time of the longitudinal coupled 
bunch instability predicted by ZAP are in the order 
of seconds. The instability will be easily 
suppressed by stronger radiation damping during beam 
acceleration. 

The growth time of the transverse coupled 
bunch instability predicted are about 10 msec. The 
instability can be suppressed by a tune spread in 
the order of 10 -4. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The rf characteristics of the cavity for 
Spring-8 booster synchrotron were measured. Flat-r 
mode was realized by adjusting the fixed tuner. The 
shunt impedance meets the requirement of the booster 
synchrotron. As a result of the calculation by the 
ZAP code, some cures might be necessary to suppress 
transverse coupled bunch instability. 
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